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After medals have been obtained for each song, when the folder is accessed again, TROOPERS will be available to play as the ONE MORE
EXTRA STAGE with HARD forced on. Once TROOPERS is cleared on any difficulty, the first phase of the event ends, and TROOPERS can be

played on the EXTRA STAGE. If you fail to clear TROOPERS, you will have to obtain the medals again before playing it. If medals are obtained
for all four songs using the same conditions from phase 1, you can play MENDES as the ONE MORE EXTRA STAGE. Unlike TROOPERS,

MENDES is not unlocked after it has been cleared, and you must obtain medals for the four songs again whenever you want to play it. Once
medals are obtained for all four songs using the same conditions from phase 1, you can play MENDES as the ONE MORE EXTRA STAGE.

Unlike TROOPERS, MENDES is not unlocked after it has been cleared, and you must obtain medals for the four songs again whenever you
want to play it. When medals are obtained for each song using the same conditions from phase 1, you can play MENDES as the ONE MORE
EXTRA STAGE. Unlike TROOPERS, MENDES is not unlocked after it has been cleared, and you must obtain medals for the four songs again

whenever you want to play it. After medals have been obtained for each song, when the folder is accessed, TROOPERS will be unlocked and
can be played on all difficulties. If the name of the event is displayed with a greyed-out name in the navigation menu, TROOPERS will be

unlocked in the current VERSION.
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Troopers, such as
Diamond Dust (which
was available in all

versions ofBeatmania
IIDX 16: Empress ),

Sweets of Rapture (which
had been available as a
free song in all previous
Beatmania IIDXs prior to

this title), and Eternal
Life (which had been
included in previous
Beatmania IIDXs) via

collaboration of Konami
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Digital Entertainment's
Pop Culture Record label.

Numerous songs from
previous styles have also

been excluded fromDJ
Troopers, such as

Smooth Operator (which
had been included in the

first three Beatmania
IIDXs prior to the new
style), Box on the Run

(which has been part of
the latest Beatmania

IIDXs released), La Di Da
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(which had been the
theme song for an early

arcades game
calledSensational and

was later included
inBeatmania IIDXwhile
collaborating with the

brand as the main theme
song ofDJ Superstar), and

more. On a side note,
there seems to be some

foreign based online
beatmania IIDX chat

boards out there, most
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notably the one for the
unreleased American

version of beatmania IIDX
13. It seems the board

has a pretty active
community around

beatmania IIDX and even
has an online

tournament. Beatmania
IIDX 15 DJ TROOPERS

was developed
specifically for the

Beatmania IIDX arcade,
but it seems there is a
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crowd-sourced twitch
channel that is playing
the game from Japan.

Currently, they are
playing through the

Space Mambo stage of
the game. To the best of
my knowledge, only two

Konami Online IIDX
arcade versions are
available for public

release, the fan
translation being the only
one currently available in
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English. The arcades
where the game is

located seem to have
very few online

connections, so the
availability of this fan

translation release may
not be due to the large
amount of demand for
the game. Although the

game was widely
anticipated by Konami’s
handheld fanbase, it was

ultimately released to
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very limited consoles
(NSW 6-pin). 5ec8ef588b
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